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Background:

Methods:

The Biomedical model of autism management, pioneered
by the founders of the Autism Research Institute, highlights
a gluten free/casein free diet as an important first step
in the process of treating the disorder. The Autism Research
Institute shows through its Parent Ratings of Biomedical
Interventions that 66% of 2,561 children who tried the
diet found it beneficial in producing (behavioural) changes.
(Autism Research Institute 2008). Opioid by-products
resulting from incomplete digestion of gluten and/or casein
(gliadorphins and casomorphins, respectively) have been
proposed as a mechanistic basis by which gluten and casein
impact ASD. Likewise, immunological reactivity to gluten
and casein (assessed through determination of plasma
IgG levels to these proteins) has been implicated as a
contributing factor to clinical responsiveness from their
elimination in the diet.

This study reports on a retrospective collection of test
results from 26 randomly selected ASD children tested
at Touchstone Naturopathic Centre from November 2007
to August 2008. The children range in age from two to
13 years; 25 males and one female were studied. Inclusion
criteria were presentation to the Touchtone Naturopathic
Centre with an ASD diagnosis, and completion of one or
both of the objective tests comprising the principle
endpoint measure of the study; urinary peptides and IgG
antibody food allergy testing; both performed by the Great
Plains Laboratory in Lenexa, KA. Thirteen tests were done
for the two principle urinary peptides, casomorphin and
gliadorphin. Eighteen IgG antibody food allergy tests
reporting on reactions to 96 foods were performed; only
results for milk, cheese, casein, wheat, oats, gluten and
gliadin are reported here. Of the 19 children retained
in the study group, two were following the SCD or
Specific Carbohydrate Diet and eight were in the early
phases of starting the GF/CF diet. Most children were
also taking a multivitamin supplement, probiotic
supplement and fish- derived Omega-3 oil supplement
at this time.

Purpose:
This study sought to determine the prevalence of gluten and
casein sensitivity (assessed using the urinary organic peptides
test and determination of plasma IgG levels) among children
with ASD.
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Table 1: Results of urinary peptide testing

Number
of patients
tested

Number (%)
of patients
positive

Number (%)
of patients
with range*
0.57-1.0

Number (%)
of patients
with range*
1.0-1.5

Number (%)
of patients
with range*
1.5-2.0

Number (%)
of patients
with range*
>2.0

Casomorphin < 0.56

13

6 (46)

2 (15)

1 (8)

2 (15)

1 (8)

Gliadorphin

13

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Urinary
Peptide

Normal
range*

< 0.58

*(ng/ml urinary peptide) / (mg/dl creatinine)

Table 2: Results of IgG antibody food allergy testing
IgG antibody tested

Number of patients tested

Number (%) of patients positive

Milk

18

14 (78)

Cheese

18

10 (56)

Casein

18

11 (61)

Wheat

18

15 (83)

Oats

18

11 (61)

Gluten

18

14 (78)

Gliadin

18

10 (56)

Table 1: Results of urinary peptide testing
Magnitude of impact
from GF/CF diet

None

Mild

Moderate

Good

Number (%)
of patients

2 (10)

6 (32)

7 (37)

4 (21)

Results:
Quantifiable levels of casomorphin were detected in the
urine of six (46%) of the 13 patients tested. No patient
tested positive for the presence of gliadorphin in the urine
(see Table 1).
Eighteen patients underwent testing for plasma IgG antibodies
to a battery of 96 common foods and selected food proteins.
Results for IgG antibodies to milk, cheese, casein, wheat,
oats, gluten and gliadin are reported in Table 2. All 18
children tested positive for IgG antibodies to at least one

of the listed foods. Four children (22%) tested positive
for two foods. Five children (28%) tested positive for three
foods. Five children (28%) tested positive for four foods,
and three children (17%) tested positive for five foods.
Overall clinical impression of GF/CF diets in children with
ASD is quite impressive. A significant subset of children
were observed to respond favourably to dietary elimination
of gluten and casein containing foods. We present a subjective
ranking of responses of patients, based on parent reporting
and clinical observation of impact from the GF/ CF diet
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intervention (see Table 3). Outcomes, as reported by parents
and observed clinically, included the following:
• Increased speech and/or language use: Increased effort to speak
or communicate (including pointing for desired things such as
food or toys), increased use of multiple words/sentences, proper
use of nouns (e.g. Mother), increased two-way communication.
• Improved social behaviour: Patients demonstrated improved
interaction with siblings and other children in daycare, home
and school settings. These improvements included better
tolerance for group sessions (e.g. Circle Time) and initiating
play with other children.
• Reduced gastrointestinal symptoms: Better consistency
of stools, less odour, reduced bloating.
• Improved Sleep: Both in terms of onset of sleep and
maintaining sleep through the night
• Reduced stimming or repetitive behaviours.

Discussion:
Opioid peptide byproducts of gluten and casein, as well as
immune system production of antibodies, specifically IgG and
occasionally IgA and IgE, are discussed as the mechanistic basis
for deleterious impact of gluten and casein containing foods
among individuals with ASD. The theory of opioid-peptide
compounds impacting neurologic/psychiatric disorder was first
proposed by Dohan and colleagues in 1976. This team
observed elevated rates of celiac disease among patients with
schizophrenia (Dohan 1976). A team of psychiatrists from
John Hopkins School of Medicine recently presented a review
of gluten and schizophrenia (Kalaydjian 2006). Observational
evidence is presented correlating surpluses of grain in the food
supply with increased hospital admissions for schizophrenia,
and conversely reductions in hospital admissions for
schizophrenia during times of grain shortages. The team also
presents data highlighting immense clinical benefit from
gluten elimination among patients with schizophrenia, but
that this benefit is confined to a modest subset of patients.
In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, several European-based
research teams reported on the presence of gliadorphin and
casomorphin in urine of individuals with neuropsychiatric
disorders (Knivsberg 1990, Reichelt 1990, Reichelt 1991,
Reichelt 1994, Shattock 1990). Based on clinical outcomes in
Europe and North America, the opioid-peptide theory became
the primary explanation for the benefits from GF/CF diets in
ASD children. This theory gained momentum on the strength
of North American-based research by Robert Cade of the
University of Florida, associating a selection of urinary peptides
with behavioural changes in animal models (Sun 1999a) and
humans (Sun 1999b). Elevated levels of opioid-peptides such
as casomorphin or gliadorphin may occur because of an enzyme
deficiency, specifically DPP IV (Dipeptidyl peptidase IV)
(Elgun 1999, Smith 1990). Further support for the theory of
deleterious impact from opioid peptides in autism was provided
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by a clinical trial which demonstrated efficacy from low dosages
of naltrexone (an anti-addition medication) in autistic children
(Bovard 1995).
Based on the results of the present study, the opioid peptides
casomorphin and gliadorphin appear to be minor contributors
to the mechanistic basis for benefit from dietary elimination
of gluten and casein. Forty six percent of patients tested
positive for urinary gliadorphin, but only half of these (three
of 13 patients or 23%) were found to possess a concentration
likely to explain positive clinical outcome from dietary
elimination of casein. Not a single patient tested positive
for gliadorphin. We propose that a modest subset of patients
is likely to derive benefit from reduction in exposure to
gliadorphins and casomorphins.
In recent years, immune complexes or antibodies derived from
different foods have been investigated for their impact in a
variety of health complaints. Intact “cow’s milk proteins”
have been clearly established as factors impacting the
prevalence of asthma, wheeze and eczema in newborn infants,
as reviewed by the Cochrane library of systematic reviews
(Ram 2002). The American Academy of Pediatrics has
recommended hydrolyzed cow’s milk formula for all infants
at high risk of atopy since 2000 (American Academy of
Pediatrics 2000). A team of pediatric gastroenterologists
from Italy claims a 70% success rate in treating pediatric
constipation through elimination of dairy products from
the diet (Carroccio 2006).
Immunological reactivity to gluten has been implicated in a
wide array of autoimmune disorders as well as neuropsychiatric
disorders. Kull and colleagues demonstrated 34% of patients
with a diagnosis of ulcerative colitis to be positive for IgG
antigliadion antibodies, relative to 16% of patients with a
diagnosis of IBS and 0% of otherwise healthy controls (Kull
1999). Berti (2000) demonstrated 0.25% of random blood donors,
0.75% of patients with non gastrointestinal malignancies, and
3.4% of patients with autoimmune thyroidits to be positive for
celiac disease (positive for IgA class antiendomysium antibodies).
Wahnschaffe (2007) found 98% of patients with celiac disease
not following a gluten free diet, 55% of patients with celiac disease
following a gluten free diet, 35% of patients with a diagnosis
of IBS, and 18% of patients with a diagnosis of inflammatory
bowel disease to be positive for antigliadin IgG antibodies.
Elimination of dietary gluten has demonstrated impressive
clinical efficacy as a management strategy for a number of
autoimmune disorders, sometimes directly correlated to the
presence of antigliadin IgG antibodies (Wahnschaffe 2007),
otherwise simply imposed as an intervention to observe
clinical outcome without objective evaluation of immune
reactivity (Gaby 1998, Hafstrom 2001).
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It is therefore probable that immunological reactivity to casein
and/or gluten is a significant contributor to the mechanistic
basis for observed improvements upon their elimination in
neuropsychiatric disorders. As previously discussed, gluten has
been directly implicated in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia
(Dohan 1976, Kalaydjian 2006). A team of neurologists from
England has published a series of papers providing impressive
evidence for links between gluten and ataxia, leading the team
to coin the term “gluten ataxia” to describe a significant subset
of patients afflicted with this progressive, debilitating disorder
(Hadjivassiliou 2006a, Hadjivassiliou 2006b, Sanders 2003,
Wilkinson 2005).
Specific to autism, Cade (2000) found gliadin and casein
antibodies to be present in 86% and 90% of autistic children
studied, respectively. The team reported significant clinical
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